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Abstract 
Accounting and Economics close ties. Banks are one of the most important 
economic institutions. Bank interest is related to the concept Reba. Islam forbids 
interest in the economy. In order to solve this problem, non-interest banks arose. 
The fundamental difference between Islamic banks and conventional banks in the 
style of Partnership Facility (joint venture) and interest-free (interest-free loan and 
profit). To study the challenges of Islamic banking in the content analysis was 
performed, and finally, change in the nature of money, based on inflationary 
accounting trilateral suggested. 
 
Keywords: Islamic banking, interest-free banking, partnerships, money, inflation, 
accounting  
 

Introduction  
The concept of money historically has undergone major changes. The money that 
was common in early days of Islam has fundamental differences with the current 
currencies. Currency, gold and silver coins in Islam, which is possible due to the 
intrinsic value store of value and measure the value of involvement inflation caused 
by excessive release notes have not been, but currencies are current only exchange 
value and their value is greatly changed .  These changes caused by various factors, 
including uncontrolled emissions of currency and inflation conditions and is able to 
store task measure of value and well worth doing.1 This means that the extension of 
the current legal rules advent of Islam, the money simply was not possible to solve 
the problems of religious and Islamic economics and Islamic banking and non-
interest closely related to this devaluation of the currency and the accounting effects 
of the item. The prohibition of usury and its deadly sin, from the perspective of 
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economic teachings of Islam, there is no doubt that the acquisition of financial and 
obviously it is haram coupled with usury.2 Given the importance of reading, duty 
officials as precursors of an Islamic society, economic system requires a society that 
unlawful designed not entered in people's lives. Monetary policy and banking a key 
role in economic growth, welfare, unemployment and inflation in the economy of 
any society. Requires economic and accounting rules to avoid economic crises, 
whilst adhering to the religious aspects of the challenges facing the Islamic 
government and the banking system. But how can one deny the interest and welfare 
of the banking and monetary system was acquired and accounting properly? 

  

 Research Methodology  

 This study has several stages. A variety of methods were used at different stages of 
research. To understand the prohibition of usury of traditional deductive method was 
used in seminaries.  Interest in understanding the impact on inflation and banking, 
theme and content analysis was used.  To analyze the nature of the money was used 
comparative method and compare content.  In analyzing the relationship between 
inflation and the economy and the role of money, the causal method was used.  To 
offer research, comparative analysis and priority review of the literature was used to 
non-usury banking benefits available with two types of currency on the flaws 
banking and categorize content analysis and comparison of advantages and 
disadvantages and the advantages with the disadvantages priority was extracted.  

 

 Discuss  

 In the case of inflation, the bank in order to achieve the goal of financial 
intermediation and liquidity guidance has to take account of currency depreciation. 
Otherwise people their holdings of foreign bank and transfer the resources to replace 
the financial markets and the foundations of economic society will be shaken.  
Instances of compensate the depreciation already considered usury. In order to 
resolve this problem among Muslim economists conducted numerous researches and 
writings is. The major debates in order to approve or reject the issue of 
compensation devaluation or an old proverb axis the money was. However, this is 
merely theological and legal issues and look at the issue of money both fans and 
numerous legal arguments that prevailed over the other one is more difficult. 
Guidelines are also provided interest-free banking system could impact due to 
administrative problems solving these problems is significant.  

Muslim economists rightly option out of forms of action and economic and legal 
issues as drawn to reduce the inflation rate which is arguably the most desirable 
solution, not possible. Muslim economists rightly option out of forms of action and 
economic and legal issue that is arguably the most desirable solution to reduce the 
inflation rate as drawn, but not always possible. As a result, some economists such 
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as Muslims first, Abraham Vadillo 3 (book "The Return of the Gold Dinar 2") Back 
metal in the early Islamic dinar and dirham and dinar and dirham as drawn back, 
leading central banks will be to remove. As a result, some economists Muslims 1 
including, Abraham Vadillo 3 in the book "The Return of the Gold Dinar2, Back 
metal in the early Islamic dinar and dirham and dinar and dirham as drawn back, 
leading central banks will be to remove . In his opinion the establishment of Islamic 
banks in Muslim countries without changing currency is fundamentally false and 
Islamic jurisprudence there is no room for Islamic banks.4 in his opinion the 
establishment of Islamic banks in Muslim countries without changing currency is 
fundamentally false and Islamic jurisprudence there is no room for Islamic banks.4 
this idea led to the publication of this gold dinar in 2010 Velayat Klan tank and the 
money legally have. This theory led to the publication of this gold dinars in 2010 in 
the province of Kelantan Country Malaysia was and gave the money legally. since 
2011 in the province of Park Malay 5, in the state of Jakarta, in Pakistan since 
20097, Afghanistan since 2014 and countries such as Singapore and Kazakhstan, 
South Africa, Spain and some countries also informally from dinars new exploit is. 
Since 2011 in the province of Perak, Malaysia5, in the state of Jakarta, Solo and 
Aceh, and several states Indonesia6, in Pakistan since 2009, and countries such as 
Singapore and Kazakhstan Afghanistan since 2014, South Africa, Spain and some 
countries also informally the new operation is dinars. ISIS has also shown interest in 
this kind of money and it has used.8 

 

Definitions, types and usury laws  

1.  Reba, usury of profit that receives no Interest on loans and interest to extend debt 
was common among the ignorant Arabs.9 prohibition of usury has been declared in 
several verses, promises punishment and it has been synonymous with war with God 
and the Prophet (PBUH) and the deadline for the debtors who cannot afford to pay 
the debts of the themes of the signs harvest.10 

2.  Testaments as well as the prohibition of interest and usury and usurious 
emphasis has been guilty of grave11.  Magnets pursuant to quit the trade, ruin 
property, leaving a debt, corruption and oppression is.12  

3.  In cases where there is a substantive difference between usury and deceit and the 
transaction is not too far from the examples provided loans to dealers is seriously 
intent, verses and hadiths to support this kind of Heal there.  Yet people keep 
popping prohibition of usury law are deceitfully trying to infringing content, Quran 
behavior as invalid.  Sometimes allowed gimmick meant to find a way that it is 
desirable. Right and wrong diagnosis is difficult tricks but certainly God intended 
the contract terms legislation, was not to do cosmetic changes, its content will 
override criteria.  In Islamic tradition, some of his tricks Magnets are different and 
its use magnets sanctions are hoaxes causing without wisdom.13 in some traditions, 
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lack of intent for the transaction, as well as the reasons for rejecting the tricks of 
interest is considered. 14  

4.  It is an important problem, which means Reba’ loan interest from near and 
diligence and appropriate legal solutions to keep pace with developments in the 
global economy shall demand. How interest-free banking activities may be 
produced in the absence of the strict observance of the requirements of the instances 
magnet or magnets Heal be dispensed. It should be noted that in the manufacturing 
of duties on many occasions, there is oppression and exploitation.  

5. The ambiguity on the subject of usury, inflation.  Dispersion of votes among 
scholars in this sector is high.  Some believe the real value of money and usury is 
considered to be permissible, but others believe its face value and do not allow 
inflation Reba Count.  Some believe that the interest between people and not as a 
private bank, the bank usury considered legitimate. 15  

6.  Delays and increased penalty amount against term extension, as well as the 
interest.  According to many scholars delay penalty is not permitted in any form. 16 
In terms of determining the amount of late penalties in the form of stipulation given 
as tribute to the obligation owed to the problem and if the moratorium is haram. 
Financial problems led executive in the form of late penalties in terms of the 
stipulation.  The late penalties equivalent loan interest rate plus 6 percent. But 
considering the time delay in the amount of fines faced with legal problems. If 
banks will be allowed ordinary people to oblige the borrower to repay their 
condition can delay timely manner will receive 60 per cent, leading to usury law 
will be ineffective.  

7. Offset by an equivalent one thing, justice is obligatory and what is incompatible 
with justice, is incompatible with Islam. 17 because of the government's money, 
preserve the value of money is the people's rights.  People expect that in the wake of 
the government's actions, not reduced value of money and wealth out of the hands of 
individuals and their performance is not amortized.  The easiest way to finance the 
state budget deficit, the release of the money. 18 increases the liquidity of proportion 
to the growth of national production, leading to devaluation (inflation tax).  Inflation 
tax to the mismatch between price and income changes, unequal income distribution 
and the widening income gap leads.  This injustice to the owners of fixed and semi-
fixed income (workers) more. 19 A policy that violates justice is contrary to the 
mission of the Islamic State 20  and compensation is the Islamic ruling.  If the street 
for the general welfare of nearby homes damaged, homeowners offset the loss of 
sovereignty.  The inflation tax as compensation for the losses to the government.   

8.  In the economy, the capital, reward abstinence from the use of or the difference 
between the current values of the commodity is defined by future savings or funds is 
determined by supply and demand. 22 But Islam and prohibits usury.  Economists 
assume that lower interest rates will reduce investment spending and increase 
economic growth.  Some people believe that rising interest rates lead to increased 
savings and credit volume and thus the amount of investment, production and 
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employment will rise.  Some interest rates are the main destabilizing factor.  Interest 
rates increase national production, boost exports, reduce swelling, will encourage 
foreign investment and reduce unemployment.  Disadvantages interest rate cut 
output resources from banks, imbalances in financial markets, reduced liquidity 
conductivity banks, public losses and profit of a few (credit recipients) is.  Falling 
interest rates below the inflation rate in Islamic banking cause harm and harm the 
public persons. 23  However, a verdict that is void harm and losses 24  and in 
contradiction with the legal relationship banks with depositors and facilities 
receiver.  Promote a culture of dealing 25  Will also be included.  For economic 
reasons, nor can it be deleted and legal reasons it cannot be exploited.  Reducing or 
increasing it too will bring many disadvantages.  But the limit is no specific formula.  
The benefits of any policy depends on the economic condition is also perhaps be a 
useful policy due to lack of harmful conditions. 

  

 Money and its evolution  

1.  In Islam, no money was minted in Mecca and Dinars Roman and Iranian Arabs 
used Dirhams. 26 coins confirmed his interest boycotted deal with it.  There is no 
price relationship between the dirham and the dinar and their relationship demand 
for gold and silver were determined. 27  Some merchants the bill of exchange and 
used.  

2.  Money is what money does and has three job duties medium of exchange, 
measure and store of value.  Money is the measure of value and standard of value 
should be stable in value to do as the benchmark.  You should also be able to save 
the money necessary economic resources for essential uses for future use. 28 is the 
opportunity cost of money and new money because of fundamental differences with 
legitimate money, something new is emerging.   

3.  Money to meet basic human needs and as a social contract was artificial.  The 
creation targets, ease of exchange, store of value and is a measure of the value. 30 
each of the currencies of commodity metal (simultaneous multi-metal or a metal 
units) due to non-compliance with the objectives and tasks, especially lack of proper 
sewer utility task being removed were. 31 Written notes and the next generation of 
money (credit cards, savings cards  Debit  and electronic money cards  Ecash) that is 
more flexible and economic systems, the exchange has undeniable advantages to 
duty. 32  

 
 Bank  And Islamic banking 

Banks for short-term and medium-term and long-term investment with minimal 
risk were created. 33 capital formation is a basic need of economic activity. 
Intermediary bank capital formation. Automatic removal is impossible. Much 
of the financing through the banking system companies in the world is 35 . 
Contribute to economic growth and reduce unemployment by collecting 
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resources and financing wandering and stagnant production, payments systems 
and facilitate exchanges, entering the foreign exchange market and exports and 
imports of goods and attract foreign capital of the importance of the bank. 36  
Creation of money through the money multiplier, a vehicle for the 
implementation of monetary policy and liquidity growth. The use of indirect 
financing to direct financing has undeniable benefits. Remove validation costs 
and bad debts, return resources without the need for settlement with the debtor, 
risk close to zero, the possibility of long-term loans from the savings short of its 
benefits.  37 . Commercial banks are not part of the ruling establishment, a 
business and are looking for their shareholders and depositors. Depositors risk-
averse, may have no knowledge of the investment opportunities the Bank seeks 
to ensure profitability, service pay system. Venture investors, but the risk in the 
portfolio banks, and profit-sharing results. 38 Islamic banking and non-interest 
banking adhere to the principles of the Shariah.  Away from the magnets with 
equity capital and customer deposits, credits and provide a profit. 39  The 
emphasis on the real economy contracts, profits instead of interest, and the need 
to monitor the use of funds is its difference from the banking usury. 40  Sources 
equity (interest-free deposits) and proxy resources, resource bank account 41 . In 
the owner's attorney bank investment deposits. The deposits will pay a fixed 
interest rate (such as equity). 42  Profit facilities or exchange contracts that fixed 
income and commodity buy, sell or rent will be, or partnership that does not 
have a fixed income and actual operation the parties will participate in the 
profits and losses 43 facilities attorney client bank and should be he monitored 
the activities. 44  

 

Activity distinct Islamic banking  

1.  "Interest-free" in Islam has lofty position and the effects of economic, cultural, 
personal, social, spiritual and worldly great. Loan is that your property  other debts, 
the lender will skip some of the benefits of your property, the property is transferred 
to the borrower and the borrower undertakes to such property or its price returned. 45  
If the borrower without profit, interest and intent to profit (and the sacrifice is to 
help the brothers in faith) emphasized the interest-free verses 46 and narratives 47 
will be. Otherwise subject to usury and is forbidden.  
2. Bank participation by investors in the partnership contracts and partnership of the 
activities of Islamic banks.  The partnership is an agreement between two or more 
people to their joint property, the transaction and the transaction. Income is divided 
between the partners.48 To win the confidence of other partners, some can 
guarantee potential losses49 (Just disadvantage). After the contract, the total capital 
of the company, belongs to all partners and capture a range of factors in the 
partnership property is under contract and non-contract spend facility where forms 
of religion.  Interest is payable when the partnership is implemented and realized 
profit. Profit is expected to contribute an estimate for the decision.  Without the 
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permission of each partner, there is the possibility of adding another partner.  Facility 
recipient does not have the right to change the specifications of the project without 
the permission of the bank.50 Participation is mandatory monitoring and to observe 
the religious aspects, at least at the end of the audit engagement contract is required. 
Usually the customer without the permission of the bank (partner) is not entitled to 
any debt, demand and create. 51 Mud araba profit of contracts. Mud araba means of 
trading with other capital is 52 (it should be in some capacity factor). And guaranteed 
by the operating losses is void but the stipulation is necessary do.54 Other rules of 
partnership similar to the partnerships there.  Of course, what was said and 
participatory nature of this kind of partnership, but in practice some of the rules are 
not respected. 
  
 
 Accounting standard  
 

1. According to Accounting Standard No. 23, is a special partnership agreement that 
partners can manage it alone? Each partner should have an active role in 
determining the overall strategy of participation. 

2. Joint venture, partnership without the name of the profit (loss) divided in certain 
proportions and only for specific business applications. Joint venture was temporary, 
special purpose and ultimate benefit is determined at the end of the partnership. 
Partners venture no implied powers there are no debt except as indicated in the 
contract. According to accounting standard No. 23 reflects the results of operations 
under the contract of joint venture partners in offices and special reports, should be 
reflected on the equity method gross.  Gross sort the equity method, the equity 
method that particular partner's share of total assets and total liabilities on the 
balance sheet and the separation of his share of the joint venture operating income in 
the income statement reflected.  

3. There are also joint control in real Partnership Facility and Almanza on the issue 
of participation is not possible without the agreement of the parties. At separate 
legal personality is not formed. Due to similarity of content, joint venture 
accounting, legal and administrative Partnership Facility will improve accountability 
requirements. Consultant's participation by one of the managing partners, but key 
financial and operating policies are determined by the approval of all partners. The 
cost of establishing the necessary accounting system, should be considered.  

 

 Challenges and criticism from Iran's Islamic banking  
 Seriously addressing the formal banking operations of banks, non-banks to real 
participation, lack of efficient accounting systems, lack of real interest payments to 
depositors, paying no attention to the applicant's intentions facilities, asymmetric 
information (wrong choice and wrong secretary), non-recognition the share of real 
income, lack of risk-taking by banks, guarantee facilities, lack of suitable methods 
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for rescheduling of bank loans, lack of efficient supervision and inspection system, 
lack of interest of long-term bank lending, the lack of people consider Islamic 
banks, financial panic, lack of compensation for the value of deposits in accordance 
with the law, the disenfranchisement of depositors, lack of economic justification in 
profit was less than inflation, and legal conflict of depositors bank deposit rates by 
less than inflation, cut the connection between economic efficiency and return on 
bank loans in execution, disappearance and destruction the gradual interest-free, 
deferred installments if not increase getting late penalties and penalty interest rate 
with the rate of inflation, calculated and based impossible to put economic profit 
accounts due to changing circumstances and uncertainty, profits and losses without 
reason or inconvenience, risk interest rate fluctuations (market risk), lack of beliefs 
and knowledge of operators and people from law enforcement and the lack of 
oversight and control necessary for the facilities, the need for specialized training 
necessary to enter the markets of its real economic and administrative problems. 56  

If   deposit   at   slice   the period   financial,   own and from account out slow 
religiously and legally bank must share real she and from profit calculation   and   
the payment. Calculate   share   real   from   profit   challenge   serious   ago   on   
bank   is. This work to any payment simple   not. because   references   man   mixed   
by   a. relationship   bank and investor relation lawyer   and   client   is   and   claims   
mix   references at bank, ablative responsibility legal   and legal bank will not were 
and must profit certain all facilities payable, at time settlement deposit specified is 
and then share owner deposit from profit, carefully calculation is that such 
something practical is not and cannot relation investor and with bank and relation 
lawyer and client knew but path from shareholders with investor collision the and 
she and has right vote at convention general bank and   interference  at policy and 
control how operation  bank was 57. from   however, also at end   every year   
financial   necessary is profit  certain bank calculation and to  deposit  investors   the 
payment  (after from deduction right honorarium), to assumption accuracy on 
calculation considered bank central republic Islamic Iran, quality division profit 
intended to responsibility banks  impacted  and  single mentioned is to classes 
accounts special profit same the payment be. in the payment to floor  accounts  law 
specified not is  this piracy  have to remained end finds or to average or stock during 
year, to this direction bank remained end year profit certain and assigned they give 
that certainly this to meaning infliction the part major from depositors will 
respectively. Also, quality allotment profit certain to deposits timed but with rates 
different, clearly challenge serious and ago bank procedures the will. 

Use from guarantees at contracts bank that relation   the party's attorney is, at 
the face   acceptable   is   that   extremes wastage facilities receiver (lawyer) 
clinched be. This   at while   is   that   bank   at   the face   delayed become 
installments without any check and   control   from this behalf action to 
collection installments from way guarantees and collaterals will. but control and 
auditing,   needy   conjugation cost  and  time significant will were and bank 
and involved challenges serious audit and claims legal and legal will on pink 
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too that from guarantees and collaterals use is not coming back   installments 
facilities payable with difficulties numerous face by and perhaps   impossible   
is. The way   also   that   right now direction getting penalty delay use is with 
problems legal face the. time  delay at missionary penalty delay calculated, 
should not   the impact   have   is   and   from   penalty delay with   missionary 
fixed only to requirement borrower   to   pay   religion   can use.58 

 At   now   present amount percent penalty delay at contract fixed been and with 
increase inflation change does not. therefore,   in the event that   inflation   
increase finds in order to exploitation more, delay at refund installments more 
economical by and whatever at front side levers pressure system   bank   
insistence   therefore,  profit more revenue facilities receiver will banks to cause   
this problem  the root and structural and  to direction   assurance   collection   
installments   own   action considerable performance dad handy at the payment 
facilities though with missionary   little,   enough warranty and collaterals as  
lever pressure on facilities receiver reception is that possible  is number lot 
from needy and applicants   facilities  that  they cannot collaterals necessary and   
supply   a incapable from reception it. However, reception guarantees multiple, 
so too practical was not and rate facilities delayed growth dramatically have is. 

Books to avoidance from   the danger lack refund facilities long time and 
fluctuations economic and risk interest and market, more to grant facilities short 
term relish sign there. and  this affair injuries irreparable and to economy 
country enter he does and barrier from implementation of   designs   great  and 
under  masonry a. contracts  collaborative real to cause that enter economy real   
be and too at profit and loss  caused from it  partner  is, so at conditions boom 
and depression   economic banks and at equal risk caused from crises financial 
and  economic insurance  a. so   background  and to  provides grants and long-
term facilities.59 But the widespread use of facilities with the possibility of real 
participation in conflict control operations and the nature of the banking system.  

The Possibility of financial panic - in the case of depositors with non-profits as 
promised, how it can be fixed in a multi-million portfolio losses incompetence 
is not a bank? If the bank thus customers, could lead to the collapse of a 
massive all financial intermediaries that "financial   panic 3 "is said. When 
people lose confidence in the banking   system. Losses due to inflation 
difference in the community, in most cases, depositors rather than profits, loss 
of benefit recipients receiving   facility. This further challenges in the banking 
system has managed interest rate for deposits is observed, what in terms of 
return on non-fixed contracts, or in the form of fixed income contracts.60 in 
banking Islamic, bank must at designs has justification  economic company 
track. In science economy, accounting and engineering industry, plan has 
justification economic   is   that   at least enough rate inflation general country 
recycle capital have are in61. this   the look   logically  at least rate profit 
deposits, regardless from time depositors, must equivalent   rate   inflation   



general  country  is, until the bank to duty attorney own action done is in. 
Expression bank company at projective that ago nose at least profit it fewer 
from rate inflation is at conflict with relation attorney bank and customer is.  

Failure to grant a loan - to evaluate the performance of banking Islamic republic 
of Iran, especially in recent years, shows that the field of resources and lending 
interest-free loans to the poor has not been successful.  Due to the lack of 
compensation for the value of money in people tend to deposit interest-free 
deposits in interest-free accounts, has slowed. at   the part   request   facilities   
also   with   attention   to   that   facilities   interest-free   economical   type   
facilities been  and   facilities   receiver   any benefit   equivalent   rate   
inflation   minus   wage   facilities   to   hand   will   bring,   whatever   rate   
inflation   increase   cloudy,   receivers   facilities   interest-free profit more will  
the and   request   reception facilities interest-free   increase the will.  

Accounting criticism end neutrality in conflict with the bank's   profit. The 
profit management of transactions is used designer. (Transactions contrary to 
economic reality, please provide the necessary conditions for the accounting 
treatment) increase in asset prices nonsense designed to manage profits and 
transactions. At system the price finished historical, with assumption   
fluctuations   significant   price   ,   information   ambiguity   a. evaluation   
second   all   items   property and debt also restriction there. but  lack 
assessment   prices   current   can   to   deals   designer   lead   a. property   lot   
also   qualified   conditions   assessment   second   are not   but   carrier   values   
economic   to   rate   years before are. the price   finished   historically,   show 
flexible is but expression frankly   does not have   and   full   no. changes   
widespread   prices   and   decrease value   money   declaration   not   is   and   
shape   legal   it   criterion   action the   be. However,   prospective,   control,   
profitable   and   practical   to be,   measures   assessment   ways of accounting 
are. Each way that can with existence limitation, increase interests to expenses   
criteria more and supply more desirable information beneficial is that 
comparable is. Select   procedure uniforms at the period to conditions economic 
different, ability comparison and   increase. On   the reason   lack   flexibility, 
system information optimal, as a result difference at conditions economic, 
change he does that at conflict stable procedure and ability comparison   
information is.  

Globalization business and conditions different economic and inflation, 
flexibility at system   accounting necessity there. That must balance or 
combined among flexibility and stability   procedure   creation   be. Also, rarely 
can information procurement did that totally related, reliable,   comparable   and   
understandable   is. At fluctuations economic, and at selection ways of   
different   necessary is balance or combined among specifications qualitative 
information creation be. Information   accounting, tool decision making 
investors and factor determination quality operation management is and needy 



comparison operation she with other managers in.   inflation   broker   able to 
observation proceedings representative is not and representative also inclined to 
maximum the utility own a. accounting steward managers at decision making   
and   tool   control   they  also   is.  Percent slightly from change value market 
(decision investors) caused from statements financial there. Role control and 
stewardship information, also importance lot information   accounting   means   
practical   to access to target control and stewardship is. But accounting values   
historical assessment   this   target   and   as well   performance   they do not.  

Inflation phrase from increase stable at level general prices is. Rate inflation 
with selection sample statistics from goods   and   services   and   calculation   
average   change   price,   with at opinion catch importance it at the budget 
family, to hand comes. Accounting the price finished historically, at conditions 
fluctuations economic cannot answer all needs   information users is. Systems 
based on assessment second price   assets also, cost administrative renewal   
assessment   and   notice   company   will   the and from ability reliance 
information   will   cassette. The   attention to restriction   cost   use, assessment 
second all assets and repeat cyclical it, affordable   not. In   taking part, profit 
must carefully calculation and division   there. done correct duty control   and   
stewardship at accounting important  on the reason short  to be life facilities, 
assets must to value day record a. benefit that bank from facilities reception he 
does, among depositors   distribution   is.  

Depositors   change   the   there. after   necessary   is   profit   yearly   and   
profit   momentary,   carefully calculation is and   cannot patience   said,   until 
the   end contract and sale all property learn seems and profit real determination 
a. determine value current assets at conditions inflation very   importance 
review of securities with floating rate - inflation caused a drop in performance, 
increase the cost of financing and reduce the attractiveness of bonds with 
maturities of long-term and fixed interest rate. To solve the problem of debt 
with floating interest is used. Income securities with floating rates are usually 
based on the price of consumer goods and services calculated shall be adjusted. 
Vessels first time during the period of extreme volatility in interest rates in late 
1970 were released. These bonds are called treasuries in America is immune to 
inflation T tiippss and inflation-linked treasury bonds is known in the u.k. 
Several other countries also have published it. With the release of this type of 
securities, inflation tax advantage to the government and credits increased state. 
64  

Lack of control of the relationship between inflation and unemployment - the 
Phillips curve relationship between inflation and unemployment rates. If 
unemployment is low, wage increases to attract scarce labor. Some general 
inflation as well as unemployment (price of goods related to wages is) but some 
believed that employers and workers would rationally pay attention only to real 
wages. Most schools have adopted various macroeconomic curve. The potential 
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production not only of labor, but also depends on plant and equipment and other 
capital inputs. 65  

 

The benefits of currency hedging of inflation in Islam  
 

If the definition of money is immune to inflation, the monetary unit as the basis for 
legislative, accounting records, pricing, valuation of assets and will be a store of 
value and in terms of inflation accounting to the public the results will be palpable 
and detected. Therefore, to deal with inflation in the report of dumb money is 
immune to the inflationary accounting results is reduced. The financial accounting 
events when all items are adjusted using the price index is equivalent to that 
currency accounting.  

The writing of accounting method as this method has two main operation is located 
unassailable. But in addition to the parties to the transaction in the accounting 
records (accounting duplex) the time value of money also have many information 
and useful and effective decision-making. When we can answer this question with 
regard to fluctuations in the value of money can be independently investigate the 
reality of economic events and results of operations in different economic 
environments compared with each other.  

Financial Statements should be the official monetary unit of the main economic 
activities are prepared and presented. Credit the reporting currency of financial 
statements is obvious. If the value of the currency is constantly changing with the 
current reporting currency as would be futile.If the accounting document, in addition 
to the two sides of the debtor and the creditor, a third party must reflect the value of 
money during a financial event, it is synonymous with the use of currency hedging 
against inflation, reports and records financial events and the three-way method of 
accounting. The debtor, creditor and determine the index value at the time of 
accounting will be a three-sided document exchange. Accounting compared to a 
three-way capability, while increasing system flexibility, increased data and better 
control over workplace and the prevention of self-interested actions and management 
will benefit him. Index Value for money when you take the course need to sign the 
document. Because with the help of central banks on financial events database can 
be instantaneous rate of general price level can be derived. 

In some Islamic nations to redistribute newly gold-backed Islamic Dinar and Dirham 
coins and save a hundred percent for it. The money and securities are undeniable 
benefits, restore the store of value and medium of exchange and measure of value of 
money next to it of its benefits. Money is created and one of the main advantages of 
the banking system will be removed. And if the urge to use this technique widely 
society will face a shortage of means of exchange. Thirdly, the cost of extracting 
more gold exchange instruments will be imposed. 
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Suggested immune from inflation in the money backed by gold and the reserve 
requirements at issue in the banking system is not one hundred percent for it. This 
results in: 1. the lack of a means of exchange and cost of mining gold for it to be 
removed. 2. Value for money in gold prices and currency fluctuations safe and 
equations economy's dependence on political, economic and global security is less. 
3. With the ability to print money spread through the money multiplier floating 
liquidity management and maintain economic stability will follow. The main 
advantages of money and securities hedging against inflation and to put it in 
legislation and accounting and reporting financial information, eliminate the effects 
of inflation. Remove the effects of inflation with inflation, inflation would be 
equivalent to their removal. Without inflation wiped out its effects be controlled. In 
this case, the elimination of inflation from economic calculations can hope to control 
unemployment and increase economic efficiency by issuing money and the increase 
in demand was due to monetary policy (Refer to the relationship between Philips). 
This approach to justice in Islamic economic system and remove tax losses due to 
inflation and devaluation of public money is raised. 

Use the money to protect against inflation is desirable for several reasons. In terms 
of money, money that will be inherent problem in addition to being a medium of 
exchange, store of value and a value that resolves to measure. Due to operational 
problems currently only done a fairly good job of money that the task is a means of 
exchange. But two other task, however, is visible but not less important task of being 
a means of exchange. Duty reserve duty measure of value and economic value in 
current money is trimmed. If not fixed measure of value, the value of goods and 
services will be difficult. It's like saying that the size of the meter is constantly 
changing. Therefore, measuring distances and impossible to measure human 
progress cannot be achieved, and perhaps none.) If the task is not performed 
correctly, logically store of value and money saving money (at least in terms of the 
interest is not permitted based on Islamic economy) is irrational and harmful 
economic consequences Will have.  

From an economic perspective currency hedging against inflation and a single set of 
evaluation criteria goods and services and measure the value of goods and services 
will be consolidated using it. Therefore need to be aware of the changes permanent 
rate goods and services due to economic fluctuations largely wiped out. The measure 
of value of foreign currency using currency hedging against inflation and a fixed 
exchange rate, there will be a global reference. For example, always a dollar x 
Islamic Currencies (Currency hedging against inflation) will be. The permanent 
equity economic value to the stability of the national currency against foreign 
currencies and eliminated the advantage of imports produced. Import uneconomical, 
and more cost-effective production will be lower brokerage income. 

The main advantage of money, eliminate the effects of inflation. In the economic 
Conventional economists are constantly looking to reduce inflation because of its 
harmful effects. In developing countries that reduce swelling and war and sanctions 



not possible, or with serious constraints facing many problems will appear. Relying 
on currency hedging against inflation (of money) can be removed rather than 
inflation, with the removal of its effects, economists consider the results achieved. 
By eliminating the effects of inflation, the economic constraints of money and the 
monetary base increase, to reduce unemployment and increase economic prosperity, 
which is the swelling will go away. The possible inflationary effects of money to 
publish without worrying about money and increase the monetary base is necessary.  

From an economic perspective and banking (for conventional banking system) use 
the money to protect against inflation risk, interest rate and destroyed one of the 
most risks facing the banking system and it will be removed. Self-interested motives 
borrowers from the banking system will be limited and to postpone repayment 
uneconomical (solving the problem of rising bank deferred for inflation). Payment of 
long-term bank loans and long-term financing will also facilitate the use of this tool 
it is undeniable that positive economic effects.  

From the perspective of a single currency legislation reduced costs and increased 
legislative period will be the impact of legislation. Suppose traffic offenses rate 
reform will not be needed for decades because rates constantly using general price 
index is being modified. Changes in accounting will be deeper. Assuming stable 
currency is measured foundational assumptions of accounting. Now this assumption 
is not correct. But using the secondary currency measure and record the results will 
prove valuable financial events of the money. Basic accounting equation basic 
accounting equation is in science. Assets equal liabilities plus capital is defined as 
the basic accounting equation. In the absence of a stable value of the basic 
accounting equation is logically not correct and distortion of facts. Plural hetero 
generous units have the same nominal although not scientifically correct, especially 
mathematics.  

From the perspective of using the money interest-free Islamic banking immunized 
against inflation, currency devaluation is practically difficult to phase out interest-
free and interest-free accounts will be removed. Islamic various contracts that the 
bank could each have different legal rules and legal and administrative remove. 
Interest-free loan is a type of Islamic contracts. In interest-free property owned by 
the borrower accordingly, he is free operation of cash and do not have any control 
over it. Receiver ensure adequate repayment ability. Its use is not limited discretion 
and flexibility to finance the recipient will follow. Simply deposit and payment in 
the form of interest-free banks with Islamic money be performed. Profits from 
speculation and hoarding of supplies purchased by the facility with low rates in the 
hope prices will be removed. 

With the use of currency hedging against inflation, data reliability, is of historical 
interest and increased information and reports to decision-making. When more 
reports without the need for a comprehensive assessment of the cost and time to 
revise and time-consuming decision-makers will be available. Reduced incentives 
and comparability of earnings management and control of information will increase. 



Information can be performed more in line with the duty of stewardship and 
management control and invest. Given changing economic conditions and inflation 
at different times and in different environments consistency over time and in 
different environments virtually non-transactional code and it is impossible and 
reduce comparability. The law must have the flexibility to economic conditions. 
Using Islamic currency (money secured against inflation), fixed rule for the entire 
life cycle of the entity, with the rate of inflation in the economic environment, and 
there will be flexibility for economic units in the same consistency to reflect on the 
outputs will follow and it will increase comparability. 

Acceptance of deposits with money (to maintain the purchasing power of the public) 
as well as to maintain investor putting money in economic fluctuations. This is the 
same concept of economic justice. The maintenance fees with obtaining funds from 
depositors this is created to encourage people who have the ability to generate its 
own resources of the bank and to produce. The facility can also ensure long-term 
customer paid. The possibility of payment of long-term financing large projects with 
long payback periods (a few decades) has been very effective and the banking 
system will lead to a reduction in operating costs. 

Acceptance of deposits with money, to preserve and maintain the purchasing power 
of public investment is putting money in the economic fluctuations. Of course, by 
taking funds from depositors this persuasion is created maintenance fees, to people 
who have the ability to produce, its resources away from the bank and proceeded to 
produce. Such as interest rate and market risk, management considerably and the 
bank and the customer is concerned about the damage, not the effect of changes in 
interest rates and bank loans and bank deposits are safe against interest rate changes. 
So, if you have the ability to ensure customer refunds, payments can also be long-
term facilities. The possibility of long-term payment, in financing large projects with 
long payback period of a few decades, the banking system will reduce operating 
costs. The government greater authority to publish notes and money in the form of 
ordinary rials or even increase the monetary base will be in the form of money. 

Definition of Conflict of Interest Commission deferred installments, in most cases, 
the percentage in excess of the amount of the deferred installments, with a fixed 
value, late penalties will be legal problems and interests of the banks also will be 
provided. In the case of outstanding public facilities due to increased administrative 
costs and banks in receipt of deferred installments, interest rate appropriate to the 
operation performed in the length of the delay, will increase. In addition, if the delay 
too, can be fined constant delays, the dominant currency fixed value, should be 
considered. The government can raise taxes or fines to punish the non-creditworthy 
people. Operating from a fixed value for money, since even the most severe 
economic volatility, assets of the bank and the depositors will be protected, so the 
moratorium on the procedure simpler method would be interest-free banking. The 
moratorium on the other components of the banking system, such as credit risk and 
liquidity risk, will have a negative impact.  



 In the proposed system the grant of loans by currency, from a legal perspective 
Gharzolhasaneh, on condition of receiving benefits in exchange for extending the 
term, it is rescheduling. In conventional interest-free banking and usury, if we know 
in the coming month's inflation will increase, enough to rent or bribery to get 
facilities (micro or macro) and in this way ensure windfall profits. However, that 
proved valuable in banking with money, any fluctuations in inflation and its effect 
will be neutral.  

From the perspective of religious non-identical exchange currencies, even at 
different prices, also is religiously permissible. Obviously, these types of 
transactions and what the dominant Islamic money raised will be outside of the 
applicable trading Gharar. Trading Gharar that ignorance of the amount, type, 
description or value of the property is bilateral. As a result, instead of in front of it in 
terms of financial risk. Using the same Islamic money lending and borrowing, the 
dollar unit in the country, that the single currency is used. Reducing the value of 
money, such as using currency that is not inflation. The use of currencies since the 
beginning of Islam, which has fluctuated widely did not value unless certain 
exceptions. 

 

Summary and Conclusions  
 

Prohibition of usury from the perspective of law is fixed. Problem banks and loan 
interest to Rabbi manufacturing conception. Since the interest-free banks really do 
not participate in losses and minimum guaranteed benefit and a large part of the 
risk is transferred to the borrower, having serious intentions participation is 
doubtful and taken to process in large symmetry with Heal interest is void. From 
the perspective of law is null and void any provision which is hurt. Due to the low 
interest rate to inflation are often life's Islamic banking, public and non-interest 
banking losses caused harm and losses are public. Non-interest banking without 
any late penalties No remnants disproportionate sanction. Getting the remnants also 
confirmed late penalties proportional to the concerned authorities and not Shari's. 
Therefore, the law of non-interest banking is legally problematic. Reduce the 
negative economic consequences of excessive or increasing interest rates too well. 
Its positive effects in the absence of the fields of production forms will become. 
The lower interest rate than the rate of inflation in conflict with the legal 
relationship between the bank and the client. But interest from the perspective of 
the authorities and religious sanctity. Compensating currency depreciation is the 
biggest challenge and the exchange of ideas, but same result in determining the 
position of scholars compensate the depreciation in the law, has not been achieved. 
The challenge is the cause prejudice to the nature of the banking system. Money is 
the social contract and to eliminate the need for a medium of exchange, store of 
value, there was a measure of value and utility. Of the previous fiscal, due to 
defects in duty exchange excluded. Current currencies incapable of doing the right 



tasks and save valuable measure of value. Therefore, it seems necessary to review 
the definition of money. Because of the inherent definition of money is not the 
product of a social contract, in case there is a better monetary system, reform is 
possible definitions. In the early days of Islam, the regime was no legal relationship 
between the two monies common currencies did not exist.  That extended. For this 
re-release of dirhams and dinars coins (gold and silver) was raised. But these 
systems take advantage of the worldwide public because they cannot meet the 
needs of today's global economy. Due to losses caused by monetary and fiscal 
policies and an Islamic state on the population, the government must be held 
accountable, should compensate for the devaluation of their currency. Remove the 
banks of the economic system is impossible. However, the Bank seeks to achieve 
profits for shareholders and depositors are inherently risk-free investment in the 
bank. Investment risk and forth conventional non-interest banking system against 
the objectives and functions of the banking system. Reba in Islamic banks must be 
removed. To remove the magnets used in the banking system of legal relationship. 
In the attorney-client investment deposits banks. The depositor should be able to 
monitor the performance of lawyers. This is despite the fact that the monitoring is 
unexpected for depositors. Therefore, it can be argued that contrary to the basic 
rights of depositors in the banking system. Interest-free Islamic economy is a 
prominent place. But conditions in the banking system and inflation in Iran are 
being removed from the economic cycle. Must be acknowledged fundamental 
differences of interest-free banking system with usury system in the interest-free 
loan and participation. Deleting gradual interest-free loans and to facilitate 
participation in the changing nature of the interest-free banking and contrary to the 
purposes and legal definitions of it. Even if you insist on compliance with legal 
rules and operating costs and high overall participation was also applicable to the 
borrower and the bank will impose. Facilitating the participation of the major 
constraints for the bank and the client cannot be considered appropriate facilities 
for the banking system. Partnership Facility eupeptic banking system and 
enforcement is not in conflict. However, that facilitates the participation of Islamic 
banks such facility entirely different control requirements and reporting. It is also 
not mentioned in the context of education and universities. Due to the nature of 
control in facilitating participation, pay participation facility in the banking system 
is subject to Accounting Standard No.23. However, operating costs and significant 
operational and client bank will be realized using standard 23.  

 

Offers  

Banking system, major challenges and constraints have hampered its functioning 
and it is away from the main objectives of the banking system. Therefore, we have 
to reassess the rules and regulations, economic and banking system have legal 
problems and from an economic perspective as well, better than conventional usury 
banking system and the world. Banking and monetary system is necessary for the 



introduction of alternative payment information content of accounting and 
reporting systems. Historical cost accounting system and the current values (the 
revaluation) in contrast to the usefulness of information and consistency in 
decision-making is. He's stewardship task management and control functions not 
carried out correctly. So it is necessary between it and the consistency and 
reliability of the information and the relevance of integrating or balancing the 
flexibility laws. This model is also more relevant information reliability, while 
consistency is more flexible. Inflation due to inflation accounting and 
administrative problems in the economic indicator was rejected, but in inflationary 
conditions is required. Rates by relying on computing and real-time financial 
events (received by the Central Bank database) to adjust the value of individual 
items of financial events, can be reduced to administrative problems and unclear 
information and reports. The final proposed the use of military research money. 
First, the money was common currency and currency hedging against inflation first 
unit is the second money. To avoid the effects of Gresham's law in the banking 
system and currency, second only to titles the money writing (accounting) will be 
there. 
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